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Resources that you can provide

SSTL is a pioneering space company and world leader in designing, manufacturing and
operating high performance spacecraft. The company has been at the forefront of the small
satellite industry for over 30 years, and has a successful record in changing the economics
of space in-order to make it more accessible to all nations. SSTL prides itself on providing
satellite [Science, Earth observation, Telecommunications and Navigation] missions from
first concept through to on-orbit operation.
Since its incorporation in 1985 Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd (SSTL) has designed and
put into operation 43 satellites including two satellite constellations. It is under contract as
prime for a further 11 satellites, including a 6- satellite constellation. It is also providing
major optical and navigation payloads for a further 24 spacecraft, including Europe’s global
navigation satellite system. The majority of these are export contracts, making SSTL a
recognised world-leading small satellite systems provider.
SSTL has all the facilities necessary for the company's vertically integrated operation, from
satellite platform and payload design, through to manufacturing, test and post-launch
operations with associated office space and IT equipment to support all these areas. Inorbit operations are performed by SSTL from its Mission Control Centre at Tycho House.
The automated Centre is linked by high-speed connections to the internet enabling the
control of its spacecraft from other SSTL-equipped ground stations across the world.
Long term and close partnerships, through SSTL’s Space Mission and Training
Development programmes, have been key to the establishment of flourishing, sustainable
space programmes for SSTL customers. SSTL has more than 25 years’ experience in
delivering training and collaborative programmes to space nations across the world. SSTL’s
space mission training and development programmes are tailored-made to provide
outstanding training in specific skills to meet our customers’ defined objectives.
SSTL proposes to leverage its vast mission programme expertise and resources to assist
MIC participant through:


Mentoring & consultation – mission concept study support



Work-shop participation – exploring the various mission trades
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Training & Development – providing design, development, manufacture & operational
support



Provision of low-cost heritage platform and subsystems – enabling MIC participant to
focus their resources on the mission concept and payload development



Access to SSTL testing facilities and SSTL’s ground station for LEOP and
operational support



Access to SSTL launch service team
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